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We study a system in which granular matter, flowing down an inclined chute with
periodic boundary conditions, organizes itself in a train of roll waves of varying size.
Since large waves travel faster than small ones, the waves merge, and their number
gradually diminishes. This coarsening process, however, does not generally proceed
to the ultimate one-wave state: Numerical simulations of the dynamical equations
(being the granular analogue of the shallow water equations) reveal that the process
is arrested at some intermediate stage. This is confirmed by a theoretical analysis,
in which we show that the roll waves cannot grow beyond a certain limiting size
(which is fully determined by the system parameters), meaning that on long chutes the
material necessarily remains distributed over more waves. We determine the average
lifetime τN of the successive N-wave states, from the initial state with typically
N = 50 waves (depending on the length of the periodic domain) down to the final
state consisting of only a handful of waves (N = Narr). At the latter value of N, the
lifetime τN goes to infinity. At this point the roll waves all have become equal in
size and are traveling with the same speed. Our theoretical predictions for the successive lifetimes τN and the value for Narr show good agreement with the numerical
observations. C 2014 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4904520]

I. INTRODUCTION

When granular matter flows down an inclined channel as in Fig. 1, with a slope of about 35◦,
one may witness the spontaneous formation of so-called roll waves. These are traveling waves with
sharp fronts, propagating at a speed exceeding the velocity of the grains themselves, separated by
stretches of almost uniform thickness. Dramatic examples of this, often quite destructive, may be
observed in debris flows, mud flows, and landslides around the world.1 Indeed, granular roll waves
are not only of intrinsic scientific interest but there is also an urgent practical need for understanding
them better.
While roll waves in granular matter are a fairly new research theme,2 similar waves in water
and other traditional fluids have been studied for decades. Pioneering work was done by Cornish
who, in two books published in 1910 and 1934, described roll waves in steep water channels,
conduits, and spillways behind dams.3,4 The free-surface instability responsible for the formation
of the roll waves was revealed by Kapitza and Kapitza in 1949.5 In the same year, Dressler published a mathematical study on roll waves that is still essential reading for anyone interested in
the subject.6–8 In the context of the present work, we also mention the paper by Chang et al. from
1996,9 who realized that trains of roll waves in water undergo coarsening: since large waves move
faster than small ones, they swallow the latter and thereby increase the typical distance between the
waves. Finally, in 2004 Balmforth and Mandre10 reported that this coarsening process—in a channel
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FIG. 1. Four photographs, 0.2 s apart, showing a section of about 50 cm of the experimental chute. In the first frame (a) we
see four roll waves progressing down the chute. The leading wave is being overtaken by the second ((b)-(c)) and thereafter
these two continue as one (d). The chute has a total length of 3.29 m, width 7.8 cm, and is inclined at an angle of ζ = 35.1◦
with the horizontal. The flowing grains are carborundum particles of 0.3-0.4 mm in diameter, with an average bed thickness
of h 0 = 4.2 mm.

with periodic boundary conditions—does not necessarily continue all the way down to the 1-wave
state, but may be interrupted at some intermediate stage with more than 1 wave. At this stage, the
surviving waves have all become identical (and hence have equal velocities) and chase each other
indefinitely.
The purpose of this paper is to describe the coarsening process of roll waves in dry granular
matter, or sand, in a chute with periodic boundary conditions. Also in this case we will see that the
coarsening is generally arrested before it arrives at the 1-wave state. We will show how this can be
explained from the dynamical equations that govern the system.
In Sec. II, the governing equations of mass and momentum balance are introduced. They
resemble the so-called shallow water equations for normal fluids, adapted where necessary to account for the special properties of granular matter, especially in the terms that represent friction
and effective viscosity. Subsequently, in Sec. III, we present the results of a series of numerical
experiments, starting out from a slightly perturbed sheet of flowing sand in a periodic chute of
length L, and following its evolution (by numerically integrating the dynamical equations) in the
course of time. It is here that we see that, if L is sufficiently long, the coarsening never reaches
the 1-wave state. In Sec. IV, we describe the two opposing mechanisms that drive the coarsening
process. The first mechanism is the merging of waves, caused by the fact that larger waves travel
faster than small ones. The second mechanism is the ripening of waves: at each N-wave state, all the
waves show a tendency to adapt their peak height to a given equilibrium value (and moreover, we
show that there is an upper threshold this value can never exceed). Roll waves that are larger than
This article is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://scitation.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded
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this value spontaneously diminish their height (by shedding off mass) whereas smaller waves grow
(by picking up some mass). The interplay between these two mechanisms controls the coarsening
dynamics and determines at which stage it is arrested. In Sec. V, we develop a theoretical model for
the coarsening process, which is based on these two opposing mechanisms. The paper culminates in
a formula for the lifetime τN of the N-wave state. At the value N = Narr, depending on the length of
the chute and on the properties of the sand, this lifetime diverges. This is equivalent to saying that
the coarsening process is arrested at the stage with Narr waves. Finally, Sec. VI contains concluding
remarks.
Before we turn to the analysis, let us briefly consider the system we are dealing with. We
study a periodically extended version of the chute of Fig. 1. This means that the sand that leaves
the system at the bottom of the chute re-enters the system at the top, instantaneously and without
change of its profile or velocity. This allows the coarsening process (which takes a considerable
time, especially during the final stages) to run its full course until it freezes in the state with Narr
waves. But of course the periodicity also introduces a connectedness between the downstream and
upstream sections that a linear chute does not possess; so one should be cautious when translating
our results to linear chutes, especially if the length L of the periodic domain is short. This is one of
the reasons why we will focus mainly on long chutes.
Let us also mention the importance of the angle of inclination ζ. This should neither be too
small (or the sand would simply sit still) nor too large (or the sand would be accelerated down the
chute11 until air drag and collisional stresses grow strong enough to balance gravity once again12).
Only for angles between ζ1 = 32.9◦ and ζ2 = 42.0◦ there is a delicate, changing balance between the
gravitational force that pushes the sand downwards and the friction from the floor of the chute that
works in the opposite direction. In the setup of Fig. 1, the floor is roughened by means of spherical
glass beads of 0.4 to 0.6 mm in diameter, which are glued to the chute, and the “sand” consists of
carborundum particles of 0.3-0.4 mm in diameter. If we tilt the system at an angle of ζ = 35.1◦, a
sheet of thickness h0 = 4.2 mm (12 particle diameters) shows excellent spontaneous formation of
roll waves and subsequent coarsening dynamics. Throughout the paper we assume that our system
has the above well-balanced properties. A typical experimental run is presented in Fig. 2, where
we see a train of roll waves and several merging events; the height of the waves (upper figure) is
measured by means of a laser profilometer, while the space-time plot in the lower figure has been
reconstructed from successive still images taken by a high-speed camera positioned above the chute.

FIG. 2. Typical measurement of the flow thickness h(x, t), at the position x = 1.90 m along the central axis of the chute,
showing a train of roll waves passing by in the course of 12 s. Several pairs of waves are actually on the verge of merging.
(b) The corresponding profile h(x, t) between x = 1.90 m and 2.44 m, visualized by a high-speed camera during the same
12 s. The velocity of the wave crests (about 0.25 m/s) can be inferred from the slope of the contour lines. Wherever two lines
are seen to meet, a merging event occurs.
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II. GOVERNING EQUATIONS

In order to study the behaviour of the moving granules, we use a hydrodynamic-like description, as for normal fluids, with properly modified friction and viscosity to take into account the special, granular nature of the flow. In this description, the two fundamental quantities to be determined
are the height of the granular sheet, h(x,t), and the depth-averaged velocity ū(x,t)
 h(x, t)
1
u(x, z,t)dz,
(1)
ū(x,t) =
h(x,t) 0
where u(x, z,t) is the velocity field of the grains in the chute (see Fig. 3). We ignore any variations
in the crosswise ( y) direction. The dynamical equations from which we determine the above two
quantities are the continuity equation (expressing the conservation of material along the chute)
∂h ∂(hū)
+
= 0,
∂t
∂x
and the depth-averaged momentum balance, which takes the following form:
(
)
(
)
∂ 1 2
∂
∂(hū) ∂( χhū2)
3/2 ∂ ū
+
= hg sin ζ − µhg cos ζ −
h g cos ζ +
νh
,
∂t
∂x
∂x 2
∂x
∂x

(2)

(3)

which is reminiscent of the Savage-Hutter equation13 but with an additional, novel viscous-like
term14 and a shape factor χ that is taken to be unity.
The continuity equation (2) simply states that a net influx of material into a fixed control
volume, represented mathematically by −∂(hū)/∂ x, gives rise to an increase in height ∂h/∂t in this
control volume. Here, we assume that the granular material has a constant density ρ, i.e., that it may
be treated as an incompressible fluid. This has also been used in the momentum balance, which has
been divided by ρ throughout.
The momentum balance (3) expresses the fact that the change of momentum of the material
contained in the control volume, given by the total (Stokesian) derivative on the left hand side, is
equal to the resultant force on this volume. The contributing forces are [in the order in which they
appear on the right hand side of Eq. (3)]
(i)
(ii)

The component of the gravitational force that acts along the chute, hg sin ζ (with ζ being the
angle of the chute with the horizontal);
the friction the granular material experiences from the bottom of the chute, −µhg cos ζ,
which has the usual form of a friction coefficient µ times the normal force of the bottom
acting on the granular material;

FIG. 3. Schematic diagram showing two roll waves propagating down a chute inclined at an angle ζ to the horizontal.
There is a downstream velocity profile u(x, z, t) (independent of the transverse coordinate y) and the dashed line at z = h 0
represents the uniform thickness of a steady, unperturbed flow.
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the depth-averaged pressure gradient −∂ 12 h2g cos ζ /∂ x due to height variations of the granular sheet, assuming a standard hydrostatic (or rather lithostatic) pressure profile within the
sheet;

the diffusive term ∂/∂ x νh3/2∂ ū/∂ x , arising from depth-averaging the in-plane deviatoric
stresses14 assuming a µ(I)-rheology15 in the granular sheet.

Of the above terms, the friction and diffusion require some further discussion, since it is here
that the granular nature of the medium is incorporated. With respect to the friction, we note that the
coefficient µ in a flowing sheet of sand is not simply a constant (as in standard Coulomb friction) but
has the rather more intricate form obtained by Pouliquen and Forterre16
µ = µ(h, ū) = µ1 +

µ2 − µ1
.
√
1 + βh3/2 g cos ζ/(Lū)

(4)

This particular expression holds as long as the Froude number
Fr = 

ū
gh cos ζ

(5)

exceeds β, an empirical constant which for our chute is estimated to be β = 0.65. For Froude numbers below β, the friction is given by two alternative expressions,16 one for the static case (Fr = 0)
and the other for the intermediate regime 0 < Fr < β. All flows in the present paper, however, are
such that the condition Fr > β is amply fulfilled (owing to the choice of the inclination angle ζ and
the initial thickness of the sheet h0) so the friction is always given by the dynamic friction law (4).
The Froude number compares the depth-averaged velocity ū with the velocity of gravity waves in a
tilted sheet of fluid. Its value is related to the direction in which information is transferred through
the sheet (in the inviscid case): for Fr > 1, information can only propagate downstream, whereas
for Fr < 1 the information can propagate both upstream and downstream. In Eq. (4) for µ(h, ū), the
quantities
µ1 = tan ζ1

and

µ2 = tan ζ2

(6)

are the standard friction coefficients associated with the critical angles ζ1 and ζ2 discussed in the
Introduction. The inclination ζ of our chute lies between these two values: ζ1 < ζ < ζ2, since only
in this regime do roll waves occur. The empirical constant L = 1 mm is a characteristic length scale
associated with a transition from ζ1 to ζ2 in the basal friction law.16–18 In particular, the thickness of
static material left on the chute, hstop, by a steady uniform flow when the inflow is closed, is given by
hstop(ζ) = γL,

where γ =

µ2 − µ1
− 1.
tan ζ − µ1

(7)

The definition of γ is a useful shorthand notation19 that will be used later. For a steady uniform
flow, with constant thickness and velocity, the only non-zero terms in Eq. (3) are those of gravity
and friction (the first two terms on the right hand side), meaning that these must precisely balance
each other, so µ = tan ζ. Denoting the uniform thickness by h0, the corresponding depth-averaged
velocity is then found to be, through (4)
√
β g cos ζ 3/2
ū0 =
h0 = Bh03/2,
(8)
Lγ

√
where for notational convenience we have introduced B = β g cos ζ (Lγ). For the parameters
used in the present paper, it has the value B = 522 (m1/2 s)−1.
When the uniform flow thickness is reduced to hstop, the Froude number (5) falls to the
threshold value Fr = β. In our system, to ensure that the Froude number remains above β everywhere and the material keeps flowing without exhibiting any stopping regions,20 we take an initial
thickness of h0 = 1.2hstop.
To be specific, with ζ1 = 32.9◦ (µ1 = 0.647), ζ2 = 42.0◦ (µ2 = 0.900), and ζ = 35.1◦ (tan ζ
= 0.703), we have γ = 3.536 and hence hstop = Lγ = 3.536 mm. So our choice h0 = 1.2hstop corresponds to a uniform thickness of 4.2 mm. As we will see in Sec. III (and as we have already seen
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FIG. 4. Contour plot of the friction coefficient µ(h, ū), given by Eq. (4), which is seen to decrease with growing flow
thickness h and to increase with growing velocity ū. The shaded region corresponds to combinations of h and ū when the
granular layer is close to static (the corresponding Froude number is less than β = 0.65) and the given expression for µ does
not apply. The dashed parabolic curve corresponds to the threshold Fr = β.

in the experimental setup of the Introduction), the uniform flow under these conditions happens to
be unstable: small random perturbations in the flow thickness do not damp out but tend to grow into
well-developed roll waves.
Figure 4 illustrates how µ(h, ū) depends on the local flow thickness h(x,t) and the depthaveraged velocity ū(x,t). It always remains close to the traditional Coulomb value tan ζ = 0.703,
but the small variations around this value are of crucial importance. If µ(h, ū) were constant, the
material on the chute would simply accelerate indefinitely. By contrast, Fig. 4 shows that the friction
force on the granular sheet is such that it slides more easily in regions where it is thick and flows
slowly (large h, small ū), enabling small height perturbations of the uniformly flowing sheet to
develop into roll waves.
We close with a few words on the diffusion term in Eq. (3). This term prevents the steep wave
fronts from developing into discontinuous jumps, keeping the slope of the wave front to a finite
(albeit large) value. It is derived from the µ(I)-rheology for granular flow,15 which is a nonlinear
constitutive relation with a pressure and strain-rate dependent viscosity. To leading order this
rheology implies that a steady uniform flow has a Bagnold velocity profile u(z) ∝ h3/2 − (h − z)3/2
and a lithostatic pressure p(z) = ρg(h − z) cos ζ. To first order, depth-integration of the conservation
equations for mass and momentum yields the shallow water-like equations (2)-(3), yet without
the viscous term.14 This set of equations has proved to be highly effective at modeling granular
avalanches13,21–23 and is capable of predicting the correct critical Froude number Frc = 2/3 for the
onset of roll waves,24 though not yet the cut-off frequency.
A systematic extension to second order and higher is possible but complicated, generating
a large number of additional terms that are difficult to interpret.25 Gray and Edwards14 therefore
took a pragmatic approach and simply added the depth-averaged in-plane deviatoric stress to the
momentum balance (3), i.e., the term
(
)

∂
1 h ∂τx x
3/2 ∂ ū
νh
.
(9)
dz =
ρ 0
∂x
∂x
∂x
Note that alternative forms of this viscous term are also possible, because the leading-order relationship between the depth-averaged velocity and the thickness (ū ∝ h3/2) can be used to reformulate
it at this order. The version selected in (9) has been specifically chosen to ensure that the effective
viscosity (1/2)νh3/2 is non-singular for all inclination angles where roll waves appear ζ1 < ζ < ζ2
and degenerates when h = 0, as it should.
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This approach is more powerful than one might expect, since Gray and Edwards14 showed that
the system (2)-(3), now including the viscous term, was able to quantitatively match the experimental cut-off frequency for roll waves24 without any fitting parameters. In addition, Edwards and
Gray20 have shown that at low flow rates this viscous term plays a crucial role in the formation of
erosion-deposition waves, which exhibit completely static regions ahead of and behind a solitary
traveling wave.26–29
The coefficient ν in the viscous term (9) can be determined directly from the µ(I)-rheology. It
takes the form14
√
2γL g sin ζ
,
ν=
√
9 β cos ζ

(10)

which for the system under consideration means that ν = 2.4 10−3m3/2s−1. The value of this coefficient depends on the inclination angle: taking also into account the ζ-dependence of γ [Eq. (7)],
it is seen that ν decreases with growing ζ, indicating that granular flows will experience a lower
viscosity if the chute is made steeper. Here, one should keep in mind that our analysis is restricted
to the range of angles where roll waves are encountered i.e., ζ1 < ζ < ζ2 ; also the aforementioned
successful matching14 of the experimental cut-off frequency for roll waves24 lies of necessity within
this range. We emphasize this because it is important to sound a note of caution that the present
theory should not be taken beyond its bounds. For ζ < ζ1 or ζ > ζ2, the expression (10) yields
negative values for ν and the theory becomes ill-posed,14 echoing the underlying ill-posedness of
the µ(I)-rheology at low and high inertial numbers, respectively.

III. NUMERICAL OBSERVATIONS

The conservation equations (2)-(3) are numerically integrated using a solver based on the
high-resolution non-oscillatory central scheme of Kurganov and Tadmor,30 with the time evolution
being carried out by a second-order Runge-Kutta method with a step size of 10−2 s.
The computational domain has periodic boundary conditions at the ends x = 0 and x = L, and
the domain length L is discretized over 40 grid points per metre (i.e., 2000 grid points for a typical
domain with L = 50 m) unless otherwise stated. The results have been checked for consistency on
higher resolution grids. The higher resolution helps to smooth the artificial spikes in h(x,t) that
can be observed in front of the wave peaks for our standard resolution, while in all other respects
the results are the same. In view of the fact that simulations on the finer grid require much longer
computing times, we choose the standard resolution mentioned above in order to be able to do as
many runs as possible (because we need good statistics) on a sizeable domain.
The initial conditions are those of a randomly perturbed steady uniform flow,
h(x,t = 0) = h0 + ϵ H(x),
m(x,t = 0) = m0 = h0ū0,

(11)

where m(x,t) represents the volumetric flux (per unit width of the chute) of the granular material.
The uniform flow velocity ū0 is related to h0 via the relation (8) and ϵ = 10−4 m (=0.1 mm) is the
amplitude of the zero-mean perturbation H(x), which picks a random value from the interval [−1, 1]
at each grid point. The uniform flow thickness is set to h0 = 1.2hstop = 4.2 mm in all simulations to
ensure that the material keeps flowing continuously, with Fr > β everywhere; the expression (4) for
the friction coefficient µ(h, ū) then holds throughout.
The system of governing equations (2)-(3) is written in the vector form of convection-diffusion
equations required by the numerical scheme, as follows:
∂
∂w ∂ f (w)
(Q(w, wx )) ,
+
= S(w) +
∂t
∂x
∂x

(12)
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where w = (h, m)T is the vector of conserved variables h and m = hū. The vectors for the convection
flux f , source term S, and diffusive flux Q then take the form
m
+/ ,
f = *. m2 h2
+ g cos ζ
, h
2
0
* (
) +/
S = ..
m
/,
cos ζ
hg sin ζ − µ
|m|
,
0
*
(
)+
Q = .. 1/2 ∂m m ∂h // ,
νh
−
∂x
h ∂x ,

(13)

respectively, where the friction coefficient is given in terms of the conserved variables as
µ = µ(h, m) = µ1 +

1+

µ2 − µ1
.
√
g cos ζ/(Lm)

βh5/2

(14)

In Fig. 5, we present the results of a sample simulation, carried out on a small domain of
length L = 3.20 m, discretized over 3200 grid points, at several instants in time. Clearly, the
upper plot (at t = 116.0 s) corresponds to an already advanced stage in the coarsening process.
It shows two waves, A and B, which have originated from the coalescence of several smaller
waves, which in turn emerged from the random initial conditions (11). The larger wave A travels
with a greater speed than wave B, such that it catches up to B and merges with it, and from
t = 155.3 s onward they are seen to form a single wave AB that is larger and faster than either
of its composite parts. This is the basis of the coarsening behavior that is observed for larger
wave trains on longer computational domains; the present example (Fig. 5) is only special insofar as the domain is sufficiently short to sustain a final 1-wave final state. That is, the coarsening in this case is not arrested in any intermediate multi-wave state but reaches its ultimate
goal.
From the final two snapshots of Fig. 5, we also get a first glimpse of the second mechanism
that will play an important role in our analysis of the coarsening process: The height of the wave
AB does not maintain the exact value it has right after the merging event (which happens to be
8.25 mm) but in the course of time relaxes to the somewhat lower value of 7.98 mm. This we call
the equilibrium height of the roll wave, which depends on the various system parameters and the
dimensions of the chute, as we shall see later.
The results of a typical simulation on a domain of length L = 50 m are shown in Fig. 6 at
seven successive moments in time. Here, the number of roll waves emerging from the perturbed
uniform flow is approximately 80, which gradually decreases to a 6-wave state, at which point
(for this particular run) the coarsening process is arrested; the six surviving waves are all seen to
relax to the same equilibrium height 9.27 mm. The exact number of waves in the arrested state
varies between the different simulations, owing to the randomness of the initial conditions. The
coarsening process is most commonly arrested in a state with 6 or 7 waves. But arrested states
with as many as 13 surviving states, or as few as 4, are also occasionally observed. The minimal
value depends on the length of the chute: on the 50 m chute of Fig. 6, the coarsening process
was never seen to get beyond the 4-wave states. On a similar chute with a periodic domain of
L = 25 m (on which we also did extensive measurements), the corresponding minimal value was
found to be 2 waves. The most commonly observed arrested state in this case consisted of 3
or 4 waves, and occasionally the coarsening process already came to a halt with as many as 10
waves.
In the context of coarsening, the key quantity of interest is the average lifetime τN of the
successive N-wave states. Obviously, this lifetime grows during the course of the coarsening process, i.e., it should be a decreasing function of N. Figure 7 gives the measured values of τN versus
N, collected from 100 simulation runs for periodic domains of length L = 50 m and L = 25 m.
This article is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://scitation.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded
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FIG. 5. Two roll waves A and B chasing each other in a chute of length 3.20 m with periodic boundary conditions. At
t = 155.3 s, the larger (and therefore faster) wave A is seen to catch up with B and the two waves merge. From this moment
on, A and B continue as one roll wave (AB) forever.

The τN are averaged over the number of runs in which each N-wave state is observed. Especially
toward the end of the coarsening process, this number falls far below 100. Moreover, we exclude
the arrested state of each run to avoid spurious divergences. (If one would include these states, τN
would diverge for all values of N at which the coarsening is ever seen to be arrested; for the 50 m
chute this would mean at all N = 4, 5, . . . , 13.) The error bars in Fig. 7 represent the standard error
of the measured data. Note that in both cases, the average lifetime is seen to rise steeply towards the
end of the coarsening process (for small values of N) and that there are no measurements at all for
N ≤ 4 and N ≤ 2, respectively, in accord with our earlier observation that the coarsening is never
seen to proceed beyond these values.
In Sec. IV, we describe the mechanisms behind the coarsening process from which we subsequently derive a theoretical expression for τN .
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FIG. 6. Snapshots of a long time numerical simulation for a chute of 50 m length, with periodic boundary conditions,
illustrating the sequence of merging events up to the final stage where the coarsening process is arrested. (a) t = 0 s: The
initial stage corresponding to a random perturbation of the uniform flow (the amplitude of the perturbation is too small to be
visible on this scale), (b) t = 74.4 s: approximately 80 peaks, not necessarily fully developed roll waves yet, (c) t = 122.8 s:
40 roll waves, (d) t = 176.6 s: 20 roll waves, (e) t = 373.2 s: 10 roll waves, (f) t = 510.6 s: the start of the 6-wave state, and
(g) t = 40 000 s: the same state at a much later time, when the 6 roll waves have become identical.

IV. TWO COMPETING MECHANISMS

The N-wave state starts immediately after a merging event takes place in the (N + 1)-wave state
and ceases to exist after a time τN when a new merging occurs. At this point, the (N − 1)-wave state
begins, and so on and so forth until finally the arrested state with N = Narr waves is reached.
There are two competing mechanisms which together set the lifetime τN of the N-wave state:
On the one hand, large roll waves travel faster than small ones, which leads to merging. On the other
hand, the waves (large and small) all tend to adjust their amplitude to a preferential height heq, which
means that the velocity differences between them diminish in time, thereby decelerating the merging.
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FIG. 7. The numerically observed lifetimes τ N (solid dots), averaged over the number of times each N -wave state is
observed as a transient stage: (a) for a chute of length L = 50 m, where the coarsening is never observed to reach lower
values than N = 4 (and hence there are no finite values of τ N for N ≤ 4) and (b) for a chute of length L = 25 m, where the
minimal observed number of waves is N = 2 (and hence no finite lifetimes are found for N ≤ 2). The error bars represent
the standard error of each lifetime τ N .

A. First mechanism: Larger waves travel faster

Regarding the first mechanism, we will derive a quantitative relation between the wave speed
u w and the height of the peaks by considering each roll wave as a discontinuous shock. That is,
we consider the zero viscosity limit ν → 0, which is a sensible approximation, given the very steep
slope at the shock front (see Fig. 8). The Rankine-Hugoniot conditions for the mass and momentum
conservation across the shock [cf. Eqs. (2) and (3)] are then given by21
[h(ū − u w )]+− = 0

(15)

and


hū(ū − u w ) + 12 gh2 cos ζ

+
−

= 0,

(16)

[ f ]+−

respectively, where the jump bracket
= f + − f − denotes the difference in value of the enclosed
quantity f on the forward “+” and rearward “−” sides of the jump, which travels downslope at the
constant speed u w of the traveling wave. The first jump condition (15) may be rearranged to give the
rearward side depth-averaged velocity as
ū− = u w +

h+
(ū+ − u w ).
h−

(17)
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FIG. 8. The flow thickness h + on the forward side of the wave crest, here considered as an inviscid shock, is observed to be
approximately equal to the uniform flow thickness h 0 (dashed line). The depicted wave, with a height on the rearward side
of the jump of h − = 10.2 mm, is one of the two waves which remain in an arrested state after developing from a randomly
perturbed uniform flow on a periodic chute of length L = 25 m; the snapshot is taken at a simulation time of t = 465 s.

Replacing ū− with (17) in the second jump condition (16) and canceling common factors h+ − h−,
which is permitted since h+ , h− (see Fig. 8), yields a quadratic equation for the wave speed u w
h+u2w − 2h+ū+u w + h+ū+2 − 12 g cos ζ(h+ + h−)h− = 0,

(18)

which has two roots




1
g cos ζ 1 + (h−/h+) h− .
(19)
2
Our numerical observations show that the flow thickness on the forward side of the jump is only
slightly below the uniform flow thickness h0 (see Fig. 8), since the accumulated mass in the wave
peak is taken evenly from across the wavelength. It is thus a reasonable approximation to set
h+ = h0 and ū+ = ū0. Identifying the thickness on the rearward side of the shock with the peak
height, h− = h w , Eq. (19) then takes the form



1
u w (h w ) = ū0 +
g cos ζ 1 + (h w /h0) h w ,
(20)
2
where we have kept only the root with the plus sign, since u w > ū0 for a roll wave. This formula for
the wave speed is depicted in Fig. 9 (solid line) together with numerical measurements on chutes of
varying length. The agreement is seen to be very good, justifying the various assumptions we made
in the derivation of Eq. (20).
The analysis can be simplified further by linearizing the expression (20) about h w = h0. Up to
first order in (h w − h0) we then obtain

u w (h w ) = ū0 + gh0 cos ζ + K(h w − h0) + · · ·
= ug + K(h w − h0) + · · ·,
(21)
u w (h−) = ū+ ±

where the dotsindicate the neglected higher order terms in the small variable (h w − h0). The velocity ug = ū0 + gh0 cos ζ may be recognized as the speed of gravity waves in the uniform flow, and
the constant K is given by

K = 43 g cos ζ/h0 .
(22)
Figure 9 shows that the linear approximation (21) is in good agreement with both the full expression (20) and numerical observations of the wave speed u w . Thus, we have established the relation
between the speed of a granular roll wave and its peak height.
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FIG. 9. The speed of the roll wave u w as function of its peak height h w . The solid dots are numerical data from a 50 m
chute, the open dots correspond to a chute of 25 m, while the solid squares are collected from various short chutes with
0.3 < L < 3.2 m. The solid curve is the theoretical prediction Eq. (20) from the inviscid shock wave approximation; the
straight dashed line is a linearization of the latter about h w = h 0, given by Eq. (21).

B. Upper bound on the wave peak height

In the same inviscid limit (ν → 0), it can be shown that the peak height of the roll waves must
always remain smaller than a certain upper bound. This is of crucial importance in the context of
the present paper, since the arrested coarsening is a direct consequence of it: in a long chute, the
granular material cannot accumulate in a single roll wave (because the peak height of this wave
would violate the upper bound) and therefore the mass must necessarily be distributed over two or
more roll waves. Our derivation of the upper bound starts from the observation that the roll wave
is a traveling wave solution of Eqs. (2)-(3), which we exploit (in the spirit of Dressler6) to gather
information on the characteristic shape of the wave.
A traveling wave solution to the equations of motion (2)-(3), propagating in the positive x
direction at speed u w , is most conveniently described in the variables of the co-moving frame
ξ = x − u w t,

τ = t.

(23)

Thus, we follow the wave in the coordinate system (ξ, τ) that remains at all times centered at the
wavefront; in this frame h = h(ξ, τ) and ū = ū(ξ, τ). As a matter of fact, for a traveling wave in
the steady state we demand ∂h/∂τ = 0 and ∂ ū/∂τ = 0. The continuity and momentum equations
(2)-(3) then reduce to
d
((ū − u w )h) = 0,
dξ
(ū − u w )h

dū
dh
= hg sin ζ − µhg cos ζ − hg cos ζ ,
dξ
dξ

(24)
(25)

where in the latter equation we have taken the inviscid limit ν → 0, and divided throughout by h.
Note that, as a consequence of the fact that we now focus on steady traveling wave solutions, all
partial derivatives of the original equations have been replaced by the straight derivative d/dξ (since
ξ is the only remaining variable): the Eqs. (24)-(25) are ordinary differential equations (ODEs).
The continuity equation (24) tells us that the discharge rate of granular material (or volumetric
flux per unit width) with respect to the co-moving frame of reference is constant
(ū − u w )h = M.

(26)

The value of the constant M can be determined by substituting the values of h and ū at any point
along the wave. Taking the point where h = h+ and ū = ū+ (Fig. 8) we see that M = (ū+ − u w )h+
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is in fact negative, because u w is always larger than any other velocity by the definition of the roll
wave.
For waves of a relatively long wavelength (of the order of 1 m and greater, as in Fig. 8), we
observe that the peak of the roll wave is followed by a long tail of practically uniform thickness. The
flow thickness in this whole region is indistinguishable from h = h+. The corresponding velocity ū+
may thus be identified as the velocity of a flow of uniform thickness h+, suggesting that we may use
Eq. (8) to write
√

(ū − u w )h = M = (Bh+3/2 − u w )h+,

(27)

where the constant B = β g cos ζ/(Lγ) has been introduced in Sec. II. Rearranging Eq. (27) gives
the depth-averaged velocity ū everywhere as a function of flow thickness h
)
h+ ( 3/2
Bh+ − u w ,
(28)
h
which upon substitution into the momentum equation (25) gives a first order ODE for the flow
thickness,
ū = u w +

h3g(sin ζ − µ cos ζ)
dh
=
(
)2 .
dξ
h3g cos ζ − h+2 Bh+3/2 − u w

(29)

Somewhere along the roll wave profile, at the rear slope of the wave, the flow thickness attains
the critical value h = hcrit, where the denominator in the above expression
is zero.
At this point,


the Froude number measured in the co-moving frame Frco = |ū − u w |/ gh cos ζ passes through 1,
separating the wave in two fundamentally different sections: one section where the height exceeds
hcrit and hence Frco < 1 (subcritical flow), and one section where h < hcrit and hence Frco > 1 (supercritical flow). Note that in the co-moving frame we are considering here, owing to the fact that the
flux M is negative, the grains move to the left, from the shock front to the tail.
When the denominator in (29) becomes zero, it is necessary to also set the numerator to zero,
in order to prevent the gradient dh/dξ from becoming infinite.6 The numerator is zero for tan ζ = µ.
Now, the friction coefficient µ defined by Eq. (4) can be expressed in terms of h only by using
Eq. (28)
µ = µ(h) = µ1 +

µ2 − µ1
1+

(30)

√
βh 5/2 g cos ζ



5/2
L u w (h − h +)+Bh +



and with this, the condition tan ζ = µ(h) at the critical point takes the following form:
Bh5/2 − u w (h − h+) − Bh+5/2 = 0,

(31)

where we have made use of the definitions of the parameters γ [see Eq. (7)] and B [see below
Eq. (27)]. Rearranging for the wave speed we obtain
(
)
B h5/2 − h+5/2
.
(32)
uw =
h − h+
Similarly, setting the denominator of (29) equal to zero
(
)2
h3g cos ζ − h+2 Bh+3/2 − u w = 0
(33)
and solving for u w gives (we keep only the negative square root because only this corresponds to an
admissible wave velocity u w > ū+)
√
h3/2 g cos ζ
u w = Bh+3/2 +
.
(34)
h+
Note that this wave speed holds for the entire roll wave (not only for the points featuring in the
derivation of the above expression where h = h+ or h = hcrit) since the ripened wave moves steadily
forward, as a whole, without change of shape.
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Combining (32) and (34), and excluding the solution h = 0 (since hcrit must obviously be larger
than zero), after some algebra yields



(35)
Bh+ − g cos ζ h3/2 + h+ g cos ζ h1/2 − Bh+5/2 = 0,
which is satisfied at the critical thickness h = hcrit where both the numerator and denominator of
Eq. (29) are zero. It is also trivially satisfied for the uniform thickness h = h+ in the tail of the roll
wave, but this is not the solution we are looking for here.
The critical thickness hcrit(h+) which follows from Eq. (35) is an increasing function of h+.
Consequently, it attains its maximum value when h+ is as close as possible to its upper bound h0.
The peak mass is then the accumulation of an extremely thin layer of grains taken away from the
uniform flow thickness h0; the corresponding domain length must obviously be quite long. The
max
absolute, never attainable upper bound for the critical thickness denoted by hcrit
is obtained by
max
setting h+ = h0 and in our system turns out to be equal to hcrit = 8.9 mm.
The associated upper bound to the wave speed is found by substituting this critical thickness
max
hcrit
into either (32) or (34), yielding umax
w = 0.7 m/s. This in turn sets the upper bound for the peak
max
height of the roll waves, which we will denote by hmax
w . Substituting the wave speed u w into our
formula for u w (h w ), Eq. (20), and solving for the peak height, we finally obtain


(
)2
*
umax
− Bh03/2 +/
w
h
0
.
.−1 + 1 +
// ,
(36)
hmax
w =
2 .
2gh0 cos ζ
,
max
which for the parameter values in our system gives h w = 16.2 mm.
The above result is an absolute upper bound on the peak height of a traveling roll wave solution
to the inviscid governing equations. It is larger than any of the roll waves observed in our numerical
simulations (the largest one of which had a peak height h w = 10.4 mm) for several reasons: (i) the
effect of the viscous-like term in the full system of equations (2)-(3) will round off the peaks, (ii)
a finite layer of granular matter must be taken away from the uniform flow thickness (to construct
the wave peak) which means that the actual value of hcrit will in practice always be smaller than
max
hcrit
and this in turn leads to a smaller peak height, and (iii) the finite resolution of our simulations
slightly underestimates the actual peak heights. We have performed several sample simulations with
a higher resolution and these yield roll waves that have a somewhat larger peak height than those
with the standard resolution.
The existence of a maximum peak height is an important result: it means that the waves cannot
grow indefinitely. The fact that the coarsening process in long chutes is arrested in a state with more
than 1 wave is an immediate consequence of this.
To close this section, we note that the above analysis involving the critical thickness hcrit is not
restricted to the absolute maximum found by setting h+ = h0. Equation (35) holds for all roll waves,
not only for the biggest ones. Indeed, inserting the numerically observed values of h+ (instead of
h0) into Eq. (35), we always obtain a critical thickness hcrit that yields [via either Eq. (32) or (34)]
a corresponding wave speed u w . From this wave speed one obtains, using Eq. (20), the associated
peak height h w . The resulting pair of h w and u w is invariably found to be in very good agreement
with Fig. 9 along the entire curve.
C. Second mechanism: Wave height relaxation

As for the second mechanism, the equilibrium wave height heq gradually grows as the coarsening process proceeds towards smaller values of N, just as one would expect. As a matter of fact,
our numerical simulations reveal a universal trend indicating that heq is an increasing function of the
average separation distance (s = L/N) between successive waves, rather than of N alone. When the
equilibrium heights heq are plotted as a function of s for chutes of different lengths L (as in Fig. 10)
all data are seen to collapse onto a single curve
heq(s) = h0 + Csη ,

(37)
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FIG. 10. The equilibrium peak height h eq as a function of the average separation distance between the waves, s = L/N . The
data from chutes with different domain lengths L are seen to collapse onto a single universal curve; the solid line represents
the fit to the data given by Eq. (37). It stops at s = 15 m, which is the maximal separation distance (for the parameters used
in this paper). The solid diamonds correspond to a domain length L = 15 m, the open dots to L = 25 m, the solid dots to
L = 50 m, and the open diamonds to L = 100 m. In the limit s → 0, the peak height h eq reduces to the steady uniform flow
thickness h 0 (dashed horizontal line): the amplitude of the roll wave (N = 1) vanishes, and hence the wave ceases to exist,
as the chute length L tends to zero.

where h0 is the thickness of the unperturbed bed, and C and η are fit parameters. The best fit to our
numerical data (given by the solid curve in Fig. 10) was obtained with a prefactor C = 0.0019 and
exponent η = 0.45.
The curve stops at s ≈ 15 m. The measurement at s = 15 m in Fig. 10 corresponds to an
arrested 1-wave state in a 15 m periodic chute, and this is the largest wavelength we have ever
observed. For longer chutes (with a periodic domain length L > 15 m), the number of waves in
the arrested state is always greater than 1. So when 15 m < L < 30 m the coarsening process
will be arrested in a state with at least 2 waves. The 2-wave case (with a separation distance L/2
varying between 7.5 m and 15 m) is the most ripened form for this domain length, and in practice
the coarsening will be often arrested in a state with several more waves depending on the initial,
random perturbations of the uniform flow; note that this agrees precisely with our observations of
the arrested states for the 25 m chute of Fig. 7(b). Similarly, for 30 m < L < 45 m, the coarsening
will stop in a state with at least 3 waves (with s = L/3 varying between 10 m and 15 m) and usually
several more. This periodic extension of the basic 15 m domain can be continued indefinitely. For
instance, if 45 m < L < 60 m, the arrested state will consist of minimally 4 roll waves (with s = L/4
varying between 11.25 m and 15 m), and usually several more, in full agreement with the numerical
data for our standard chute with L = 50 m.
The existence of a maximal separation distance (15 m for the parameters we are using) tells us
that there is a natural length unit in the direction of the flow: increasing the length L of the domain
beyond this value is equivalent to periodically extending the unit system. The maximal separation
distance, or wavelength, in a chute of any domain length L can be inferred from the curve in
Fig. 10. For increasing L, as the examples of the previous paragraph show, the maximal wavelength
is selected from an ever-decreasing part of the upper end of this curve. In the limit L → ∞, for the
rarely observed arrested state with maximal wavelength (i.e., minimal number of waves), all roll
waves will have a separation distance close to 15 m and a peak height of about 10.5 mm. Note
that these numbers depend on the parameters in the governing equations and constitutive relations
(such as g, γ, and L) and in the concluding section we will briefly discuss how our results can be
upscaled to be compatible with real geophysical flows, where granular roll waves are observed to
reach amplitudes up to 1 m or more.
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Now let us turn our attention to a typical N-wave state during the coarsening process. During
the lifetime of such a state, the roll waves tend to adjust their peak height to the equilibrium value
heq(s), by shedding off or picking up mass. This is illustrated in Fig. 11 for a 4-wave state in a
periodic chute of 50 m; for clarity we here show the ripening of a final arrested state, which means
that the convergence to heq(s) is not interrupted by any merging event as it would for an intermediate
N-wave state. The peak heights of the four waves are seen to oscillate, as they shed off and pick up
material, and collectively converge to the value heq(50/4) = 10.1 mm.
A particularly insightful way to view the relaxation process is presented in Fig. 12(a), which
shows the ripening of the roll waves in (h, dh/dξ) phase space (where ξ is the traveling wave coordinate introduced in Subsection IV B). It is seen that the trajectories corresponding to the profiles of
the developing roll waves converge towards a stable limit cycle.14 Waves that are initially too large
start in the outer part of the shaded region: they spiral inward to the limit cycle, cross it somewhere
along the segment E-F, and then proceed in the inner part of the shaded region until they cross
the segment E-F again, and so on. The amplitude of the excursions from the limit cycle decreases
gradually until the trajectory becomes indistinguishable from the limit cycle itself. This explains the
oscillatory convergence of the peak heights observed in Fig. 11; the peak height heq(s) corresponds
to the point indicated by the letter A in Fig. 12(a), where h(ξ) is maximal (10.1 mm) and dh/dξ = 0.
Waves that are initially too small exhibit the same behavior, only now starting out from a
position in the inner part of the shaded region. The start of an arrested 2-wave state is shown in Fig.
12(b), where the waves I (initially too small) and II (initially too large) correspond to the boundaries
I and II of the shaded area in Fig. 12(a).
The oscillatory convergence to the equilibrium height is only observed when there are at least
2 waves in the system, and is a manifestation of the exchange of mass between the waves (by
shedding off material, which is then being picked up by the next). In a situation with only 1 wave,
such as may be encountered in a chute with a short domain length, the convergence is monotonous.
The letters B-F indicate five further characteristic points along the wave, and Fig. 12(c) shows
the full correspondence between the limit cycle in (h, dh/dξ) phase space and the structure of the
ripened roll wave. At point B, the derivative dh/dξ goes through its minimum value, corresponding
to the position on the steeply descending wavefront where the profile turns from being convex
to concave. Point C is located near the foot of the wavefront, where h passes through the value
h0 = 4.2 mm, soon thereafter to be followed by point D where the wave attains its lowest level
(h = 3.95 mm). The part of the limit cycle between D and E, small as it may be, corresponds to the

FIG. 11. Relaxation of the peak heights of four roll waves toward the equilibrium value h eq(50/4) = 10.1 mm in a chute
of length L = 50 m. The time t = 0 s coincides with the merging event that commences the 4-wave state (which happens
to be the state in which the coarsening process is arrested in this particular run). The oscillations correspond to the periodic
shedding off and picking up of mass by the waves in their attempt to adjust their heights to h eq(50/4). The dashed envelope
curves indicate the exponential decay (and growth) described by Eq. (39), with parameters λ = 0.0021 s−1 and α = 0.07.
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FIG. 12. (a) In (h, dh/dξ) phase space, the ripening of roll waves to their equilibrium shape shows up as a convergence of
the waves’ phase space trajectories to a stable limit cycle (solid closed curve). (b) The start of the final 2-wave state on a
25 m chute, just after the merger of the large leading wave with a third wave. These waves correspond to the boundaries I and
II of the shaded area in the phase space plot (a), and in the course of time they ripen and converge towards the limit cycle,
exploring the entire shaded region along the way. (c) Connection between the limit cycle and the profile of the same two roll
waves in the long time limit, when they have reached the (arrested) equilibrium state. The points A-F along the roll waves
correspond to the same six points on the limit cycle.
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long (practically horizontal) tail of the roll wave. Finally, at point E the height h passes through the
value h0 again and from here rises all the way to points F and A, after which the cycle is repeated.
Point F (where the derivative dh/dξ goes through its maximum value) corresponds to the
position on the upward flank of the wave where the profile changes from concave to convex.
Interestingly, the segment of the limit cycle between E and F is seen to be practically straight:
h = a + bdh/dξ, from which it can be inferred that the wave profile from E to F in Fig. 12(c) rises
(in good approximation) exponentially, as h − a ∝ exp(ξ/b).
According to standard stability theory, the nearby phase space trajectories will approach the
limit cycle in such a way that their distance to the limit cycle decreases exponentially in time, as
exp(−λt), where −λ is the Lyapunov exponent. In agreement with this, we find that the peak heights
of the waves converge exponentially to the equilibrium value heq exponentially (with t N denoting
the moment when the N-wave state comes into existence)


h w,i (t) − heq = h w,i (0) − heq e−λ(t−t N ),

(38)

for all waves i = 1, 2, .., N. A similar relaxation phenomenon was observed by Chang et al. in a
model for roll waves in water.31 The convergence rate (or negative Lyapunov exponent) λ appears
to be fairly independent of N. For sufficiently long chutes, it also does not depend sensitively on
the domain length L; from our simulations on the 50 m chute we find λ = 0.0021 s−1 and the same
value fits the data from the 25 m chute reasonably well. For significantly shorter chutes, in which
the waves are recycled more frequently and therefore interact more strongly, the adjustment to the
equilibrium height is somewhat faster, corresponding to a higher value of λ.
For a “typical” wave, whose peak height (according to our simulations) at t = t N deviates only
a few percent from the target value heq(s), the above relaxation to the equilibrium height can also be
expressed as follows:



htyp(t) − heq = αheqe−λ(t−t N ) ,

(39)

with α (the typical deviation) being of the order of 0.07, i.e., seven percent. This is in fact the
value which has been used in Fig. 11 to construct the dashed envelope curves. The parameter α
is intrinsically noisy, conveying the memory of the random initial conditions, and in our various
numerical runs is found to vary between 0.05 and 0.09 (without any systematic dependence on N
or L). Within these bounds we may therefore treat it as a free fit parameter.
Two different time scales can be assigned to the above two competing mechanisms: (i) the
target time t target, N , being the average distance between two successive waves divided by their
typical velocity difference at the start of the N-wave state (which in the absence of the second
mechanism would be equal to the catch-up time), and (ii) the relaxation time t relax = 1/λ = 480 s
associated with the convergence to the preferential peak height. In the early stages of the coarsening
process, when the average distance between the waves (s = L/N) is small, the time scale t target, N
is much smaller than t relax and we observe a number of merging events in rapid succession; the
value of N thus quickly decreases. As time goes by, however, the system enters a different regime.
When t target, N becomes of the same order of magnitude as t relax, and the influence of the relaxation
is increasingly felt, the coarsening process slows down drastically. Some time later, when t target, N
significantly exceeds t relax, the waves are given the opportunity to adjust their height to the equilibrium height before any merging event takes place. All the remaining waves in the system then travel
with the same speed (because they all have the same height) and the coarsening process comes to a
halt. The average distance between the waves in this arrested state, denoted sarr, may be viewed as
the natural wavelength of the system, and the physical interpretation of the coarsening process from
this perspective is that of an intricate mechanism for spontaneous wavelength selection.
The corresponding value of N, which we call Narr, is derived in Sec. V together with a theoretical expression for the lifetimes τN that quantitatively reproduces the simulation results of Sec. III.
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V. DERIVATION OF THE COARSENING LAW
A. Typical lifetime of the N -wave state

In the N-wave state, the average distance separating the waves is s = L/N. This is the distance
the larger wave must gain in order to catch up with the smaller one. The time it takes for this to
happen (denoted by Tav) is determined by the velocity difference between the two waves, δu, as
follows:
 L/N
 Tav
ds =
δu dt,
(40)
0

0

where the time variable t has been put to zero at the start of the N-wave state. With δu = K δh
by (21) the above equation can also be written as
 Tav
L
=K
δh dt,
(41)
N
0
where K is the constant given by Eq. (22); its value for the present setup is K = 32.8 s−1.
Now we use Eq. (39) to set δh(t) = αheq(s) exp(−λt) (the typical peak height difference between two neighboring waves in the system). With these substitutions the integral in Eq. (41) can be
evaluated directly
 Tav
L
= αK heq(s)
e−λt dt
N
0
(
)
α
= K heq(s) 1 − e−λTav
(42)
λ
or, equivalently, with L/N = s
(
)
1
λs
Tav = − ln 1 −
.
(43)
λ
αK heq(s)
What we have done until now is to evaluate the catch-up time for an average pair of waves,
i.e., with average distance between the two waves and average velocity difference. This is evidently
not the same as the lifetime τN , which is the catch-up time for the pair that merges first (since this
event ends the N-wave state and heralds the beginning of the state with N − 1 waves). In other
words, τN is the minimum catch-up time from the ensemble of all wave pairs.
Now, as long as N is sufficiently large, it is reasonable to assume that the time Tav represents
the average over a set of statistically independent catch-up times Ti , i = 1, 2, .., N, which may be
−1
assumed to follow an exponentially decaying probability distribution P(Ti ) = Tav
exp(−Ti /Tav). A
basic property of the exponential distribution is that the expected minimum value (i.e., the smallest
element in a set of N randomly chosen numbers obeying this distribution) decreases with the sample
length as 1/N. That is, the expected minimum Ti -value in the set (alias τN ) is Tav/N. So we obtain
(
)
Tav
1
λs
τN =
=−
ln 1 −
,
(44)
N
λN
αK heq(s)
or equivalently, bringing out the dependence on N and L as explicitly as possible
(
)
1
λ(L/N)
τN = −
ln 1 −
,
λN
αK [h0 + C(L/N)η ]

(45)

where we have rewritten the equilibrium height heq(s) in the form of Eq. (37) and have replaced s by
L/N.
B. The maximal wavelength sarr and the associated minimum number of roll waves

One of the most striking features of the coarsening law derived above is that Tav (and hence also
τN ) exhibits asymptotic behavior. That is, its value becomes infinite at a certain wavelength s = sarr
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where the argument of the logarithm in Eq. (43) becomes zero
sarr =

αK heq(sarr)
.
λ

(46)

By virtue of Eq. (37) this can also be written as
αKCsηarr − λsarr + αK h0 = 0,

(47)

which can readily be solved numerically. The number of waves in the arrested state, N = Narr, is
simply given by Narr = L/sarr.
Note that sarr is fully determined by the various coefficients characterizing the two competing
mechanisms (overtaking and relaxation) that between themselves govern the progress of the coarsening. Given the values of the various parameters concerning overtaking (K = 32.8 s−1), relaxation
(λ = 0.0021 s−1, C = 0.0019 m1−η , and η = 0.45) and the estimated spread of the peak heights
(α = 0.07 ± 0.02) we find that the maximal wavelength in the arrested state can assume any value
between sarr = 6.789 (for α = 0.05) and sarr = 14.885 (for α = 0.09). Its value is seen to depend
quite sensitively on the fit parameter α. It is an increasing function of the noisy parameter α,
which stands to reason, because a larger spread of the peak height enhances the coarsening process,
resulting in an arrested state with less roll waves, or equivalently a larger wavelength sarr. For very
small spread (α → 0), the value of sarr tends to zero, and consequently the equilibrium height heq
tends to h0 (as seen in Fig. 10). This implies that the coarsening process will never really get started
in this limit, simply because the roll wave formation is suppressed.
The value sarr = 14.885, for the relatively large spread α = 0.09, is in good agreement with the
record wavelength of 15 m (observed in a 15 m chute). The best correspondence with our numerical
data for the chutes of 50 m and 25 m (for which sarr is observed to be L/N = 50/4 = 25/2 = 12.5 m)
is found by choosing a value close to α = 0.08, or to be precise α = 0.07918. The associated values
of Narr are 4 and 2, respectively.
These values yield the vertical asymptotes in Fig. 13, where we compare the theoretical expression (45) for the lifetime τN with the numerically obtained lifetimes both for the 50 m chute (Fig. 13(a))
and the 25 m chute (Fig. 13(b)). Evidently, τN diverges at the asymptotic values N = Narr.
The overall agreement between the theoretical prediction for τN (solid curve) and the numerical
data is seen to be quite satisfactory. Interestingly, the accuracy of the prediction is in general better
for relatively large values of N than for small ones.
This is partly due to the poorer statistics of the numerical results at small values of N. Another
reason is that the assumption of the statistical independence of the merging events (a central
ingredient of our model, lying at the basis of the step in which we took τN = Tav/N) becomes
increasingly audacious when the number of waves decreases.
Given that the measured lifetimes in Figs. 13(a) and 13(b) follow the trend described by
Eq. (45), we can infer a deeper connection between the two plots, namely, that they are rescaled
versions of one another, confirming our earlier observation that the coarsening process on both
chutes takes place in essentially the same way.
More specifically, according to our theory, the lifetimes τN for the 25 m chute are twice as large
as τ2N for the 50 m chute. The different spans of the horizontal axes in Figs. 13(a) and 13(b) are
chosen such as to allow a direct comparison: the solid curve in Fig. 13(b) lies twice as high as the
corresponding curve in Fig. 13(a), and is identical in all other respects. This can be traced back to
the fact that Eq. (45) for τN is invariant under the joint transformation
L → k L,
N → k N,
1
τN → τN .
(48)
k
That is to say, if the domain length is stretched by a factor k and the number of waves is multiplied
by the same factor, then the lifetime of the newly constructed k N-wave state is 1/k times that of the
N-wave state on the original chute of length L. This factor 1/k has to do with the aforementioned
property for a sample of statistically independent catch-up times Ti : if the number of elements in
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FIG. 13. Comparison of the numerically observed lifetimes τ N (dots with error bars, cf. Fig. 7) with the theoretical prediction
given by Eq. (45) (solid curve) for periodic chutes of length (a) L = 50 m and (b) L = 25 m. The values of the various
coefficients in the theoretical expression are given in the text. The vertical dashed lines denote the asymptotes where the
lifetime τ N diverges: for the 50 m chute this happens at Narr = 4 (meaning that the coarsening is arrested, at the very latest,
in a 4-wave state) and for the 25 m chute at Narr = 2 (corresponding to a 2-wave state).

the sample becomes k times as large, without changing the average value Tav, the expected value of
the smallest element is multiplied by 1/k. Note that the average value Tav [Eq. (43)] remains indeed
unchanged owing to the fact that the average separation distance between the waves, s = L/N, is an
invariant quantity under the transformation (48).
In short, the results for the 50 m chute can be inferred directly from those for the 25 m chute
via the above transformation with k = 2. One should only keep in mind that this correspondence
holds better for large values of N than for small ones, since it hinges again on the statistical independence of the catch-up times. In our system, this independence appears to be well obeyed as long
as the average separation distance s = L/N does not exceed a critical value of about s∗ ≈ 2.5 m
(corresponding to the state with N∗ = L/s∗ waves).
As a matter of fact, following this line of thought, the duration t ∗ of the coarsening process from
its beginning until the state with N∗ waves, may be anticipated to be the same for any domain length.
If the process passes from N = Ninit to N∗ for a chute of domain length L, the corresponding process
on a stretched domain of length k L passes through all states from N = k Ninit to k N∗. The fact that
it has to pass through k times as many states is precisely compensated by the fact that these states
live shorter by a factor 1/k. The duration t ∗ is equal to the sum of all lifetimes from the start of the
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process to the state with k N∗ waves
t ∗ = τ(k N∗) + τ(k N∗+1) + · · · + τ(k Ninit)
 ∞
k
Ninit
=
τN ≈
τN dN,
k N∗

(49)

k N∗

where in the last step we have used that k Ninit is typically quite large (and that the corresponding
lifetime τk Ninit is vanishingly small). Note that the above integral, thanks to the transformation (48),
is independent of the value of k. This makes these early stages of the coarsening process analogous
to Christiaan Huygens’ classic tautochrone pendulum, the period of which is independent of the
amplitude of its oscillations.

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have studied the coarsening dynamics of roll waves in granular material flowing down a
rough inclined channel of length L, with periodic boundary conditions, focusing upon the fact that
the coarsening process is arrested before it arrives at the intuitively expected 1-wave state. We have
explained this by taking into account two competing mechanisms: (i) the merging of waves, in
which larger waves overtake the smaller ones and swallow them, and (ii) the tendency of all waves
in the N-wave state to relax toward an equilibrium height (and corresponding equilibrium velocity)
that depends on the average separation distance s = L/N between the waves. The interplay between
these two rival mechanisms was used to derive the expected lifetime τN of the N-wave state,
Eq. (45). This predicted lifetime agrees well with numerical observations (see Fig. 13), including
the divergence of τN at a certain value N = Narr, at which point the coarsening process is arrested.
As a matter of fact, we found that the state with Narr waves is attained only when the initial conditions happen to be such that the coarsening process runs its full course, whereas in practice it usually
gets stuck in a state with several more waves. In the final state (either with Narr waves or more),
all surviving roll waves eventually attain exactly the same height and velocity and chase each other
indefinitely around the system. The average distance between them then does not change anymore,
and thus the whole coarsening process may be interpreted as a selection mechanism to arrive at the
preferential wavelength of the system. The specific wavelength sarr = L/Narr (corresponding to the
minimal number of waves in the system) defines the upper bound of the average separation distance
between the roll waves.
Although all our simulations have been carried out on periodic chutes of finite domain length
L, the results can be translated to arbitrarily long chutes by making use of the fact that any chute
can be regarded as a repetition of elementary cells of length sarr (which in our system never becomes
larger than 15 m). This has to do with the fact that the equilibrium peak height cannot grow beyond
a certain threshold value or, equivalently, that the maximum wavelength cannot grow indefinitely
(see Fig. 10); whenever a merging event momentarily produces a wave that exceeds these bounds,
the mass of this wave has to be re-distributed by shedding off material that is picked up by the waves
that follow. In this way, the coarsening process leads to a natural, self-organized length scale in the
flow direction.
For instance, the chutes with L = 50 m and 25 m can both be regarded as multiple copies of
an elementary cell of length 12.5 m. This is clearly illustrated by Fig. 13 where we see that the
coarsening is (at the very latest) arrested in a state with 4 and 2 waves, respectively. In the same way,
any arbitrarily long chute can be viewed as consisting of repeated copies of an elementary unit cell.
The length of the unit cell may vary but (for the parameter values used in the present paper) will
never exceed 15 m; the corresponding maximum peak height in the arrested state is 10.4 mm. Even
in the limit L → ∞, where the periodic boundary conditions lose their physical meaning and the
system becomes equivalent to an unbounded linear chute, one will never observe larger roll waves.
We checked this numerically via a simulation on a chute with length L = 5000 m (but with all other
parameters unaltered) and also here we found that the peak height of a fully developed roll wave
never exceeded 10.4 mm.
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FIG. 14. Roll wave formation on a non-periodic chute of 5 km length, with an inflow thickness (x = 0 km) that fluctuates
randomly around h 0 = 0.42 m. This simulation shows that the height of the roll waves scales roughly linearly with the value
of h 0: the value of h 0 is precisely 100 times as large as in all previous simulations, and the peak heights attained at the exit
(x = 5 km) are of the order of 1 m, i.e., almost 100 times as large as before. The dimensions of this upscaled version of our
system (as well as the fact that we do not use periodic boundary conditions) have been chosen such as to enable a comparison
with real geophysical flows.

To find higher roll waves, one has to insert more mass in the system. This is easily achieved
by upscaling the value of the uniform flow thickness h0. If one does so, the peak height of the roll
waves is found to increase proportionally. This is illustrated in Fig. 14, where we see the results
of a 5 km chute without periodic boundary conditions in which h0 equals 0.42 m, i.e., a hundred
times higher than before (which has been done by choosing L = 0.1 m without changing any other
parameters except for the automatic change in ν, which is related to L). The roll waves towards the
end of the chute are seen to reach heights in the order of 1 m, i.e., almost a hundred times as large
as before (and they reach velocities of the order of 5 m/s). This roughly linear scaling can be traced
back to the fact that the governing equations (2)-(3) are approximately linear in h, i.e., if h(x,t)
is a solution then the upscaled version Ah(x,t) may be expected to be an approximate solution as
well. In fact, the continuity equation (2) is exactly linear with respect to h, whereas the momentum
balance (3) is linear in h apart from the weak h-dependence in the friction coefficient µ and the
nonlinear way in which h appears in the last two terms on the right hand side, representing the
depth-averaged pressure gradient and the diffusive term. These departures from linearity will give
corrections to the linear scaling but apparently do not affect the general trend too much.
The peak heights and velocities in this upscaled, non-periodic version of our system compare
well to granular roll waves observed in real geophysical flows, such as in the Jiang-Jia ravine in
China or the Moscardo torrent in the Italian Alps.32–34
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